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УДК 517.

i b a t r a e t *v

The Langevin equation for the latt ice theory with arbitrary

gauge group i s derived* The four-dimenaional twisted Eguchl-Ia-

wai model i s investigated munericslly. The results for the

plaquette energy agree with those of the known Monte Carlo cal-

culations. The new result i s the distribution of eigenvalues of

the plaquette matrix* In the strong coupling phase this distri-

bution i s smooth, whereas in the weak coupling phase a gap i s

clearly seen.
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Recently a variety of reduced Iguchi-Kawai models for large

IT QCD were proposed £1,2,4] . These models are defined at one

cel l of a latt ice y but describe the whole infinite latt ice the0x7

ii. the limit ЯГ -• •» • This happens so since the spatial de-

grees of freedom are bidden in the color space. Haturally the ,

color space has to be large enough, so these models aake sense

only at very large Ж.

In the so called quenched Bguchi-Xawai models [2] the effec-

tive volume V of real space increases as F , which mates these

models rather impractical [ 3J • She twisted Sguchi-Iawai (TJB.X*)

model [4] gives a better performace • Here V increases as л •

Moreover, the genuine spatial 4-dioensional latt ice arises in

this model for integer YH a L. The total length of this latt ice

i s L , so that the volume V » I» « F~. The T.E.X. model was

studied numerically by the Monte Carlo method* Seasonable results

for the plaquette energy end for the Wilson loops were obtained

[4] . The agreement with the Itonte Carlo simulations of U(5)

latt ice gauge theories (LGT) with H=»4,5 and 6 was observed*

On the other hand, an interesting approach to the quantization

of f ie ld theories was proposed by Parisi and l a £"̂ J . They obser-

ved that any Euclidean quantum f ie ld theory can be described by

tbe Langevin equation

where Л [ ^ 3 i s the (positive definite) Euclidean action and

the noise l)e (X, T) i s a variable with the Gaussian distri-
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Using the Polcker-Plank equation which follows from the Lan-

gevin equation, one may show £б] that the probability distribution

for the trajectories (£e{x,T)?

tends et T - * o o to the Euclidean Feynman weight»

In the case of gauge theories this i s especially interesting,

since the Langevin equation i s manifestly gauge invariant. There

i s no need for the gauge fixing and ghost terms in the action.

The Pariei-Wu conjecture was shown to Ъе valid [[б] in pertur-

bation theory, but i t s validity in nonperturbative domain was not

proven, though seems plausible. In particular, whether the .

Langevin equation i s capable to describe the confinement pheno-

menon and the known phase transitions in the LGT's ?

Quite recently \т] the Langevin equation was applied to the <f

SU(2) LOT where i t y i e l d e d r e a s o n a b l e r e s u l t s . The employed me-

thod was based on equivalence of the 6U(2) manifold to the sphere

$3 , so i t does not apply to the theories with arbitrary gauge

groups.

In this paper we generalize the Lanne-vin equation to the
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•"' lattice theory based on arbitrary gauge group and apply this

-; equation to the T.E.K. model. The idea of our method i s to «rite

$?r down the ordinary Langevin equation (1) in the local tangent

£ space of the gauge group manifold.

Namely, le t us consider the linear -vici-

nity of the given group element (link matrix)?

here JLa are the group generators and (£a are corresponding

real parameters. The action nlU] in this linear vicinity

can be considered as a function of ff<* . One may sake these
f^a, dependent upon the Langevin time T as long as they are in-

finitesimal. This T dependence i s governed by the corresponding

Langevin equation, which l i terally coincides with (1). How one

may reexpress the derivative (il~ U°g LUTa^a aad put ЩЦ =0.

One arrives at the following equation

r*

Simple calculations show that the corresponding

equation describes a probability distribution which tends at

t-*c° to the product of expf-RCV]] and the product

of the Haar measures for the link variables

(d"'L

t.
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Shis would Ъесаше evident i f one recalls that the Haar aeasure

i s a unique aeasure which ie Invariant with, respect to the gauge

tranafcreations [kg-* $ (*)Ui$l*'l this invarlanee сад Ъе ex-

plicitely verified i s (6). The left shifts Ue^f'tyUefo not

chase* i t , and the right shifts Uc+ Ue $(**) l«ad to 'doe linear

taaneformation 2Г To ^e,« "* SOOJf^a,«)$*')which leate iava -
riant the 0 -distribution, since

In nuaerical investigation of this Langevin equation one has

to introduce the tiae step i - AX , so that

Hence the noise i s norsnlised as follows

0 0 )

We found i t necessary to preserve tnitarity of the link sat-

rices In the finite £ approximation of the differential equa-

tion. The siapleet version of such unitary equation reads

with antiheraitean matrix
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The above method can be applied to any gauge or chiral theo-

ry. Here we are interested in applications to the four dinwasio-

nal TJ5.K. model. la this caee

№ U(г -

with

integer. C15)

Tbe siopl» algebra using the properties of 80(9) generators

la yields the following expression

where

sad
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The numerical study of these equations for U=9, 16 and 25

show that for £ = (1 «• 2)/JT the gauge invariant traces rapidly

approach equilibrium. The fluctuations ha-ve to decrease as F

and they are, indeed, decreasing in our data. She data for the

plaqoette energy

agree for Hs25 with those obtained by the standard Monte Carlo

method [*] • Another conclusion i s the simplicity and efficiency

of the Langevin equation. The computation tine of the plaquette

energy for K=16 i s comparable with that needed for computation

of plaquette energy with the same accuracy in SU(2) gauge theory

on 4"" latt ice by a standard Monte Carlo algorithm [8~[ .

We calculated the density D of eigenvalues of the plaquette

matrix

The behaviour of function D i s interesting from the point of

view of theoretical arguments due- to Olesen £9] • The numerical

investigation of this function was performed for SU(2) lattice

gauge theory in ref. 10 . We calculated the density of eigen-

values А = £1в6 by dividing the interval (~Jr,%) into

40 subintervals end counting the average number of events. In
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t i g . 2 the data bels-*? and above the phase t ransi t ion (£C/6~0.36)

are shown. Similarly to SU(2) l a t t i ce gauge theory [_1O"\ the nu-

merical data are very well described by a formula for the spect-

ra l C"*>sity of a two-dimensional Wilson's l a t t i ce gauge theory

fi l l with rencraaliaed coupling constant (solid and dashed l ines

in Pig. 2 ) . Moreover the numerical investigation shows that ,

analogously to two-dioensional ЗШ0 0) - l a t t i c e gauge theory

witb Wilson's action, below the phase transi t ion ( ?><?ic ) the

angles oC are distributed on the interval ( -9Г, T\ ) , while

above the phase t rans i t ion ( J> >jbc ) there i s a gap in the d i s t-

ribution ( /el/£ letc < If ) . This phenomenon was anticipated in

refa . 9,12 .

The moments H< of the distribution

-Я

are not positive definite for large enough К for у

Por example Рц~ -0*1 a t ft s 0.75» If the negative moments

for the large Wilson loop will be observed, th is would be an ob-

jection against the pure string model for large К QCD

(exp (-Area) i s positive def ini te) . So we wish to draw attention

to t h i s important posit ivi ty t e s t . Por G < Gc analogously

to two-dimensional SU( 0° ) l a t t i c e gauge theory moments

for K>£ are equal to zero within our s t a t i s t i c a l errors .

Since we study the simplest loop (the plaquette) our numeri-

cal resul ts for K=16 and N=25 do not differ too much. Por larger

Wilson loops th i s i s not so. Investigation of the Wilson loops

for various values of N will be done in the next publication.

We are grateful to Yu.M.I.faksenko for valuable comments.
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1. Tbe plaquette energy as a function of К = t/t at ji/y = 0.4
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г- Function J>fc) for ] ф - 0.275 (own eirol.a) and for Л// - 0.75 (dote).
Daahed and aolld l ine, le a two-dia.neional di.tribution of Oroaa and Witten (eq.
(30) of raf.11) for l ш з.б and Д » 0.71
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